
 



AMERICA EXPRESS SHOCK AT
EXTREMIST PROGRAMMING
CHANGES ON NETFLIX; DEMANDS
COMMUNITY PROGRAMMING OF
NETFLIX

What the fuck is wrong with Netflix  (whatever)
submitted 15 hours ago by 0110001111

The fuck is happening. All the new shows are either Fat
Acceptance, Inter generational relationships, shitty cooking
shows, or anti-Hitler documentaries. The fuck?
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Sort: Top

[–]  HarlandKornfeld14  50 points (+52|-2 ) 14 hours ago 

Grug wonder if longnose tribe behind this. Really makes Grug
think.
permalink

[–]  Fuster_Cluck  11 points (+11|-0 ) 11.9 hours ago 

Grug's instincts right. Grug need make spechul almond gas
for long nose tribe.
permalink    parent

[–]  green_man  7 points (+7|-0 ) 9.8 hours ago 

Grug make sparkle rock cave with forever sleep almond
smell. Long nose tribe go in cave long nose tribe like
sparkle rock.
permalink    parent
1 reply

[–]  SebuttYopick  1 points (+1|-0 ) 6.5 hours ago  (edited 3.8 hours ago)

What's the definition of a queer globalist Jew? A queer Jew is
actually a normie person, Someone that likes girls, likes to pay
a small sum of taxes to pay for his nations roads and start a
normal family more than he likes criminal degeneracy, porn,
smut money. Why did the Jewish man cross the road? A: He
couldn't get his dick out of the chicken, a chicken btw who
swallowed a nickel. How do you take census in a
Commiefornia or New York? A: Roll a quarter down the street,
count the legs, divide by two, and subtract one for the illegal
Jew immigrant who catches it. A jewish teenage boy asks his
father for twenty dollars. Jew father replied, "ten dollars, what
in the world do you need five dollars for, I'd be happy to give
you a dollar, here's a quarter., now go sell some internet
pornography, sell those online made in India drugs and make
some money helping those charity smuggling illegal third
world immigrants into the USA....and in Netflix news, Soros
owned, globalism. House of Cards cancelled, a hollyweird
pedophile Kevin Spacey caught once Knighted by the Queen
of England. https://www.thespec.com/whatson-story/7763700-
kevin-spacey-wants-you-to-ignore-the-skeletons-in-his-closet-
menon/ Netflix bans, refuses to carry The Red Pill movie
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because it contains too much
TRUTH? https://www.naturalnews.com/2017-05-17-netflix-
bans-the-red-pill-movie-because-it-contains-too-much-
truth.html Netflix Bill Nye's "Sex Junk" Rap Video - The Most
Cringy in Human History https://www.hooktube.com/watch?
v=CCOjssneQkA HookTube  Dear White People 'Racist' Netflix
series gets a million dislikes in ONE
day http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-4212850/Racist-
Netflix-series-gets-million-dislikes-ONE-day.html?ito=social-
facebook NETFLIX Writer Jack
Moore http://i.imgs.fyi/img/277.jpg JPG  a joint British media
BBC and Netflix production, hates the people of Greece...we
Wuz Kangz https://columbianpost.com/culture/bbc-rewrites-
history-making-achilles-black/
permalink    parent

[–]  Ex-Redditor  27 points (+31|-4 ) 15 hours ago 

If you are wondering what happened to Netflix, George Soros
happened, to the tune of $13.5 million in shares of the company.
permalink

[–]  tendiesonfloor  19 points (+19|-0 ) 14 hours ago  (edited 13 hours ago)

$13.5 million

Netflix has a $143.83B market cap. That's like me buying a
new F-150 and then thinking I can dictate the direction of
Ford.
permalink    parent

[–]  TauCeti  5 points (+5|-0 ) 14 hours ago 

All it took was $13.5 million for him to start exerting control?
What is Netflix' market capitalization?
permalink    parent

[–]  Ex-Redditor  2 points (+2|-0 ) 14 hours ago 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-netflix-results/netflix-
crosses-100-billion-market-capitalization-as-subscribers-
surge-idUSKBN1FB2WM
permalink    parent
1 reply
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[–]  con77  21 points (+22|-1 ) 14 hours ago 

"Dear White people"
permalink

[–]  Ajaxofbarbaria  17 points (+17|-0 ) 14 hours ago 

I cancelled Netflix as soon as they produced that. Sometimes I
miss the non-cucked shows. Then I go on TRS and
dailystormer.name and instantly feel better.
permalink    parent

[–]  Tallest_Skil  0 points (+0|-0 ) 2.6 hours ago 

Why do you feel better going to jewish controlled
opposition?
permalink    parent
1 reply

[–]  killercanuck  3 points (+5|-2 ) 14 hours ago 

Poorly advertised it was. Found it was actually knocking SJW
racism but it presented itself as a anti-white movie.
permalink    parent

[–]  con77  8 points (+8|-0 ) 13 hours ago 

are you trying to trick me?
permalink    parent
1 reply

[–]  In_Cog_Nito  3 points (+3|-0 ) 10.5 hours ago  (edited 10.5 hours ago)

It was the show that caused a lot of Netflix cancellations,
not the movie. I don't know if its premise is any different,
though.
permalink    parent

[–]  ready-ignite  1 points (+1|-0 ) 11.3 hours ago 

I canceled over that one.
permalink    parent

[–]  SBBHandPVareRETARDS  10 points (+10|-0 ) 14 hours ago 

Took you fucking long enough to realize
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permalink

[–]  last-word-rosebud  10 points (+10|-0 ) 15 hours ago 

Obama and Michelle are coming to Netflix...their own series.
permalink

[–]  Grunge  8 points (+8|-0 ) 13 hours ago 

says everything you need to know right there
permalink    parent

[–]  The_Laughing_Storm  2 points (+2|-0 ) 6.6 hours ago 

More like Obama and Michael. Oh shit, I forgot... Spoiler alert!
permalink    parent

[–]  Fagtardicus  1 points (+1|-0 ) 7.9 hours ago 

there making a sequel to cory in the house?
permalink    parent

[–]  lissencarak  5 points (+6|-1 ) 14 hours ago 

Jews.
permalink

[–]  adhdferret  4 points (+4|-0 ) 11.4 hours ago 

When I cancelled Netflix over a year ago my reason was.
If I wanted to watch niggers I wouldn't have bought a color tv.
Netflix guy didn't know how to respond to that either...was quite
funny.
permalink

[–]  ProgNaziGator  4 points (+4|-0 ) 14 hours ago  (edited 14 hours ago)

Hulu has a separate gay section for kid shows. On one hand I
hate it it, but unlike Netflix they have honesty of purpose. I don't
have to watch 3 episodes until they let loose the hook nose slant
and subversion.
I despise that they do that they know parents will only watch first
one or two episodes to check for content so they put their shit a
few episodes in when kids are watching unsupervised.
EVIL
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permalink

[–]  bourbonexpert  3 points (+3|-0 ) 13 hours ago 

i dont know. i unsubbed after the dear white people bullshit.
maybe you should too. just pirate what you wanna watch.
permalink

[–]  Neinlife  -1 points (+1|-2 ) 13 hours ago 

dear white people wasnt what it looked like at all, it was
pointing out the flaws in sjws and victim politics
permalink    parent

[–]  bourbonexpert  2 points (+2|-0 ) 13 hours ago 

they didnt promote it that way, so thats a double fuck from
netflix
permalink    parent

[–]  Charlez6  2 points (+2|-0 ) 8.9 hours ago 

They explicitly showed their hand with the interracial cuck ad.
Any time I'm feeling down about the state of affairs I load up that
video and read through the comment section where almost every
single person condemns the Jew. We are not alone.
permalink

[–]  UlyssesEMcGill  2 points (+2|-0 ) 14 hours ago 

Or Bollywood sharts
permalink

[–]  Yousillygoose  2 points (+3|-1 ) 14 hours ago 

How have you not seen this leftistlant for years now? I guess
theyre ramping it up.
How jewish is netflix?
permalink

[–]  GoatEmperorTrump  1 points (+1|-0 ) 3.4 hours ago 

Stop watching TV and read a book, faggot!
permalink

[–]  ExpertShitposter  1 points (+1|-0 ) 5.5 hours ago  (edited 5.5 hours ago)
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Why are you still on their service after "Dear White People" you
faggot?
permalink

[–]  The_Laughing_Storm  1 points (+1|-0 ) 6.6 hours ago 

Jews is what's wrong. If you are going to continue to watch
Netflix then you will have to live with the fact that it's anti white
heterosexual American men propaganda.
permalink

[–]  MensAgitatMolem  1 points (+1|-0 ) 12 hours ago 

Don't Forget the disgusting piece of shit movie called Mute,
where the main character is a Pedophile
permalink

[–]  Diggernicks  -2 points (+0|-2 ) 4.5 hours ago 

Moralfag tears, delicious. Give more.
permalink    parent

[–]  Tallest_Skil  0 points (+0|-0 ) 2.6 hours ago 

Reported for supporting childfuckers. Will you just make a
30th account when that one dies?
permalink    parent

[–]  BeNice  1 points (+1|-0 ) 12 hours ago 

Follow the money. Their stock prices have been increasing
steadily, so if it's not broken, why fix it? Apparently there is a
market for whatever they are peddling, so they are going to
continue doing it until people stop paying.
permalink

[–]  kammmmak  1 points (+1|-0 ) 12 hours ago 

I wouldn't know. I left them years ago.
permalink

[–]  RKG  1 points (+2|-1 ) 13 hours ago 

Helllloooo! Anybody home??
JEWS is the answer you're looking for.
permalink
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[–]  Koalemos_Grottesco  1 points (+1|-0 ) 13 hours ago 

You forgot the token magical negro.
permalink

[–]  Mustard_of_puppets  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.2 hours ago 

I noticed probably 1/3 of my list is foreign shows in foreign
languages with subtitles too, I wish I could filter that shit out.
permalink

[–]  pdonson12  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.5 hours ago 

insane!
permalink

[–]  Tallest_Skil  0 points (+0|-0 ) 2.6 hours ago 

Run by jews. How is that confusing?
permalink

[–]  ozmliad  0 points (+0|-0 ) 2.9 hours ago 

Inter generational relationships is pedophilia with a new name,
its even wrong with someone too many years younger, i married
a guy 25 years older than me and he had all the advantages in
experience and knowledge
permalink

[–]  CheeseboogersGhost  0 points (+0|-0 ) 3.3 hours ago 

Netflix - kikery
permalink

[–]  LionElTrump  0 points (+0|-0 ) 3.7 hours ago 

Soros dumped a bunch of money into netflix during his
liquidation of most of his assets, goats were trying to tell
everyone to cancel netflix
permalink

[–]  thatguyiam  0 points (+0|-0 ) 4.1 hours ago 

It seems that about a year ago, netflix got unlimited pockets and
start pumping out all kinds of shit msm-style shows. I wonder
what (((happened))).
permalink
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[–]  Obeastiality  0 points (+0|-0 ) 7.6 hours ago 

This is pretty much happening everywhere with western
entertainment from comics, to daytime talk shows(nothing but
nazi and trump jokes allowed), and even shitty gossip mags. You
can't escape the brainwashing
permalink

[–]  Durm  0 points (+0|-0 ) 9 hours ago  (edited 9 hours ago)

Also try to clear out your history. Reset that viewers
history/account and you will get completely different answers.
Also there is weird shit going on sometimes. It does often look
like agenda pushing crap. And you are paying for it. Not the way
capitalism is supposed to work.
permalink

[–]  worthlesshope  0 points (+0|-0 ) 9.5 hours ago 

They're airing some pretty good original anime lately though.
None of the anime seems to be infected by any of the
propaganda.. So I don't think it's a problem with netflix itself. It's
probably a problem with hollywood/USA/western countries in
general.
If I had to guess what the problem is, it's that people are trying to
make things they are assuming is popular for the purpose of
trying to make money. Since the old stuff wasn't bringing in
profits. All of these weird shows that you listed are still being
viewed as controversial. So the groups that actually care about
them are tuning into them, which helps with views. It also helps
that opposing opinions are looked down upon and get 0 media
attention and even vilified.
Until the moderates get sick and tired of the white shaming that
investors actually start catching on then it'll probably continue..
I'm not sure if it'll be before WWIII or not though..
Also it needs to be proven that the other stuff can bring profits
too. Or at least just as much if not more profits than what they
are currently airing.
permalink

[–]  selpai  0 points (+0|-0 ) 10.7 hours ago 

Soros bought it.
permalink
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[–]  un1ty  0 points (+0|-0 ) 11 hours ago 

Hitler hated Jews - media owned by Jews
Fat people are terrible at fighting and survival, so thats a
easily controlled populace. Not to mention Lord Beetus and
all the pharms needed to survive being hamplanet.
Changing the typical family structure is already known to
disintegrate honest and trusting relationships and cause
people to not trust each other and feel alone. This is the
epitome "divided we fall".

permalink

[–]  6cd6beb  0 points (+1|-1 ) 11.3 hours ago  (edited 11 hours ago)

Until I can find a good woman to wife, I bring over the B-string to
kill time with.
Sometimes I let them pick something on netflix between
sessions in bed, mostly because there's not really anything I like
on there but I need some time killed during the refractory period.
The most recent one picked a show called "new girl".
God have mercy, it's such trash.
It's about a woman who lives with three guys. The title character
is painfully naive (about as developed as an 8 year old) but
expects everything to work out great for her (and of course it
does); the three male roommates are all beta males to a tee. No
matter how hard the title character fails at everything, she's
relentlessly backed up by self-deprecating boys from which any
attempt at assertion is ridiculed and written off. One tries to hook
up with an attractive woman but it's written off as selfish and he
instead runs off to make a fool of himself to support the title
character, who is upset because she failed to get a guy to hook
up with her. One actually gets attention from an attractive woman
but that attention takes the form of him holding hands with her
after admitting he'll never earn her attention (and her saying
she'd have him killed if he ever told anyone. ooh, such power.),
and he immediately calls his roommate to claim he "closed".
Holding hands.
This show was selected by a girl that can't cook, can't clean,
thinks babies are gross, thinks her career is the most important
thing, wants to be in charge in every situation outside of bed,
wherein she get slapped, choked, made to beg, ignored, and is
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just generally treated like meat. When she's allowed to be in
charge, whatever she's in charge of just falls the fuck apart.
Then she watches a show about a girl that can't say the word
penis because she's so innocent and naive.
I'm not sure netflix is the main problem, but it sure is presenting a
problem.
permalink

[–]  Anti_Idle  0 points (+0|-0 ) 6 hours ago 

Well if you're looking for a good woman to wife, you're doing it
wrong...
permalink    parent

[–]  6cd6beb  0 points (+0|-0 ) 4 hours ago 

Yeah, I need to get off dating sites because there's nothing
there that's not overused and overvalued.
They're the fast food of women, but sometimes I do it
anyway.
permalink    parent

[–]  Fetalpig  0 points (+0|-0 ) 11.7 hours ago 

Number one- you think TV is gonna stimulate you? Teach you
something? Entertain you? Throw that shit out, and you wouldn't
even know NF is for fat unlovable triggered lunatics now would
ya? And your paying for it to boot!
permalink

[–]  recon_johnny  0 points (+1|-1 ) 11.9 hours ago 

Jews.
Jews happened. And this is the result.
permalink

[–]  BoyBlue  0 points (+0|-0 ) 12 hours ago 

Not a George thing. Netflix is just a pain in the ass. George just
invested because he is a good investor and goy follows his lead.
Netflix is so fucking over valued George will sell short and fuck
over goy again. White people are done if they can't figure out
how this inside out niggers are fucking us.
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[–]  birds_sing  0 points (+1|-1 ) 13 hours ago 

They're a company that's trying to make money. So they try to
make shows and movies that appeal to the largest audiences
they can.
They think that they are making content that will appeal to the
vast majority of people. But they aren't. Instead they are only
making content for the most vocal people.
Those vocal people do everything they can to make it seem like
they're the majority in order to get their way and push their
agendas. Netflix fell for their scam and made content for them
(an extremely small amount of people) thinking that they were
making content for the vast majority.
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[–]  MarcusA  -1 points (+0|-1 ) 5.7 hours ago 

Soros money...
https://www.thestreet.com/story/13377046/1/is-george-soros-
right-to-bet-so-heavily-on-netflix.html
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[–]  Dark_Shroud  -1 points (+1|-2 ) 14 hours ago 

Soros bought out a majority share of their stock.
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/george-soros-buys-stakes-
in-alphabet-netflix-dumps-disney-general-motors-2016-11-14
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